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Scope and Coverage
Reviews in Chemical Engineering publishes authoritative review articles on all
aspects of the broad field of chemical engineering and applied chemistry. Its aim is
to develop new insights and understanding and to promote interest and research
activity in chemical engineering, as well as the application of new developments in
these areas. The bimonthly journal publishes peer-reviewed articles by leading
chemical engineers, applied scientists and mathematicians.
Topics
Cutting-edge topics such as but not limited to the following:

















Kind of Information

Catalysis
Chemical, photochemical and biochemical reaction engineering
Novel structured and membrane reactors
Separation science and technology
Thermodynamics
Transport phenomena
Particle technology and multiphase processing
Product and process system engineering
Process intensification and sustainable process design
Advanced and nano materials
Soft matter and interfaces
Molecular design
Environmental chemical and biochemical engineering
Clean energy technologies
Conversion and storage
Multiscale modeling of chemical processes

Reviews in Chemical Engineering offers to know about tissue engineering
applications, applications of liquid, properties of Ozone, diffusion of glucose, media
for chemical processes, biorefinery approaches, oil palm industry, fluid techniques,
concept associated with water treatment, multiphase system of material processing,
cancer therapy, degradation of bio-refractory pollutants, Hydrothermal liquefaction
of wood, algorithm for solving chemical engineering problems, Data cleaning in the
process industries, Solid-liquid mixing analysis etc.

There are five or six review articles including front-matter. Each review article is
presented with title, authors/editors name, reviewer names, citation information,
publication history etc. The abstract of the article comes with keywords, related
contents and comment. The full article of a particular abstract can be seen after
subscription.

Special Features

Arrangement Pattern

 Links with all the subjects that are published by de Gruyter.
 Users can get eTOC alert for recent review article.

Volumes are arranged chronologically. Under a volume, issues are arranged monthwise (chronologically). Each volume of review of a particular year contains six
issues. Each article in an issue is arranged content-wise.

Remarks

The broad interest today in solutions through chemistry to some of the world’s most
challenging problems ensures that Reviews in Chemical Engineering will play a
significant role in the growth of the field as a whole.
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